
STRINGY ZETA FUNCTIONS FOR Q{GORENSTEIN VARIETIESWillem VeysAbstract. The stringy Euler number and stringy E{function are interesting invariants oflog terminal singularities, introduced by Batyrev. He used them to formulate a topologicalmirror symmetry test for pairs of certain Calabi{Yau varieties, and to show a version of theMcKay correspondence. It is a natural question whether one can extend these invariantsbeyond the log terminal case. Assuming the Minimal Model Program, we introduce verygeneral stringy invariants, associated to `almost all' singularities, more precisely to allsingularities which are not strictly log canonical. They specialize to the invariants ofBatyrev when the singularity is log terminal. For example the simplest form of our stringyzeta function is in general a rational function in one variable, but it is just a constant(Batyrev's stringy Euler number) in the log terminal case.
Introduction0.1. The stringy Euler number and stringy E{function are interesting singularity in-variants introduced by Batyrev. In [Ba1] they are associated to log terminal complexalgebraic varieties X, and in [Ba2] more generally to Kawamata log terminal pairs(X;B). Batyrev used them to formulate a topological mirror symmetry test for pairsof certain Calabi{Yau varieties, and to show a version of the McKay correspondence.They are also the subject of remarkable conjectures [Ba1]. We recall their de�nition.Let X be a normal complex variety and B = Pi biBi a Q{divisor on X, where theBi are distinct and irreducible, such that KX + B is Q{Cartier. Here K� denotes thecanonical divisor. (In particular when B = 0 this means that X is Q{Gorenstein.)For a birational morphism � : Y ! X from a normal variety Y , let Ei; i 2 T , denotethe irreducible divisors in the union of ��1(suppB) and the exceptional locus of �. Thelog discrepancies ai of Ei; i 2 T , with respect to (X;B) are given byKY = ��(KX + B) +Xi2T (ai � 1)Ei:The pair (X;B) is Kawamata log terminal (klt) precisely when for a log resolution� : Y ! X of the pair (X;B) we have that ai > 0 for all i 2 T . This condition doesnot depend on the chosen resolution. Remark that if Ei is the strict transform of acomponent Bi, then ai = 1� bi; hence all bi < 1 for a klt pair.1991 Mathematics Subject Classi�cation. 14J17 14E15 14E30 (32S45 14B05).Key words and phrases. Stringy invariants, Minimal Model Program, singularities.1



Denote also E�I := (\i2IEi) n ([` 62IE`) for I � T . So Y is the disjoint union of theE�I ; I � T . Then the stringy Euler number of the klt pair (X;B) ise(X;B) := XI�T �(E�I )Yi2I 1ai 2 Q ;where �(�) denotes the topological Euler characteristic. A �ner invariant is the stringyE{function E(X;B) := XI�T H(E�I )Yi2I uv � 1(uv)ai � 1of (X;B), where H(E�I ) 2 Z[u; v] is the Hodge polynomial of E�I , see (1.8). (WhenB = 0 we just write e(X) and E(X). For smooth X we have e(X) = �(X) andE(X) = H(X).) The proof of Batyrev that these invariants do not depend on thechosen resolution uses the idea of motivic integration, initiated by Kontsevich [Kon]and developed by Denef and Loeser [DL2][DL3][DL4]. Another proof is possible usingweak factorization [AKMW][W l].We refer to [Da] and [DR] for concrete formulas for E(X) and e(X) in some interestingcases, and [BM, x2] for a comparison with the string{theoretic E{polynomial of [BD].See also (1.8.1) for a relation between E(X) and the singular elliptic genus of X.0.2. It is a natural question whether one can generalize these invariants beyond the logterminal case. For surfaces X we realized this in [Ve3], see (3.5).In arbitrary dimension we obtained in [Ve2, x3] invariants, given by the same formu-las, for pairs (X;B), where X is any Q{Gorenstein variety and B an e�ective Q{Cartierdivisor on X whose support contains Xsing, or, more generally, contains the locus of logcanonical singularities of X. Of course, working with B = 0, this is not more generalthan in (0.1).0.3. In complete generality, we think that the following two questions are the mostnatural to ask. Let (X;B =Pi biBi) be any pair as in (0.1) with all bi < 1.(I) Suppose that there exists a log resolution Y of (X;B) on which all log discrepancieswith respect to (X;B) are nonzero. Then one can state the same formulas as in (0.1)using Y . If Y 0 is another such log resolution, do the formulas using Y and Y 0 give thesame expression ? A positive answer would yield stringy invariants for pairs (X;B)admitting at least one such resolution. The natural approach to this question usingweak factorization encounters an annoying di�culty, just as in [BL2] for the ellipticgenus, see (5.6).(II) Do there exist invariants, associated to any Q{Gorenstein variety X, and moregenerally to any pair (X;B), that specialize to the stringy invariants of (0.1) in case Xis log terminal and (X;B) is klt, respectively ?0.4. In this paper we just mention some partial results concerning question (I) in (3.4),(4.4) and x5. Our main purpose is to attack question (II) assuming the Minimal ModelProgram (MMP). More precisely we will assume the relative log MMP and associatestringy zeta functions on di�erent levels as in (0.1) to Q{Gorenstein varieties X and topairs (X;B). 2



0.5. For example on the roughest level of Euler characteristics we associate an invariantz(X; s) 2 Q(s) to `almost all' Q{Gorenstein varieties X, such that for log terminal Xwe have that z(X; s) = e(X) and is thus a constant.We present this more in detail. Let p : Xm ! X be a relative log minimal model ofX, see (1.6). We consider the generic case where all log discrepancies with respect toX of exceptional divisors on Xm are negative. In (3.7) we explain that this conditionis indeed `very generic'; it is equivalent to X being either log terminal (then thereare simply no exceptional divisors on Xm), or not log canonical and without strictlylog canonical singularities. On Xm we use the divisor D := (KXm + F ) � p�KX ,where F =Pi2Tm Fi is the (reduced) exceptional divisor of p. By de�nition of the logdiscrepancies with respect to X, we have that D = Pi2Tm aiFi, where all ai < 0 byassumption.Take now a log resolution h : Y ! Xm of the pair (Xm; F ) such that � = p � h :Y ! X is a log resolution of X. We use for � the notation of (0.1); in particularEi; i 2 Tm � T , is the strict transform by h of Fi. We associate to X the stringy zetafunction z(X; s) := XI�T �(E�I )Yi2I 1�i + sNi ;where KY = h�(KXm + F ) +Xi2T (�i � 1)Ei andh�D =Xi2T NiEi;thus in particular the �i are the log discrepancies of the Ei with respect to the pair(Xm; F ).The expression on the right hand side at least makes sense : for the exceptionalcomponents Ei; i 2 T n Tm, of h we have by de�nition of a relative log minimal modelthat either �i > 0, or �i = 0 and Ni < 0, and for the Ei, i 2 Tm, we have that �i = 0but Ni = ai < 0. We will show that this expression does not depend on the choices ofXm and Y .The fact that some �i are necessarily zero, is a technical problem that is in some senseforced by nature: the pair (Xm; F ) is not klt but only divisorial log terminal (dlt), see(1.4) and (1.6).It is easy to see that for i 2 T the log discrepancy ai = �i + Ni. So if there exists alog resolution Y of X with all ai 6= 0, factorizing through some Xm (by a morphism),then z(X; 1) 2 Q is independent of such Y and is given by the same formula as in (0.1).In particular when X is log terminal, we have that Tm = ;, hence D = 0, all Ni = 0and �i = ai, and z(X; s) is indeed just Batyrev's e(X).0.6. This generalization is consistent with our de�nition of the stringy Euler numberfor surfaces X in [Ve3]. There we associate e(X) 2 Q to any normal surface X with-out strictly log canonical singularities, obtaining another generalization of Batyrev'sexpression in (0.1).That approach consists essentially in the following : de�ne explicitly the contributionto e(X) of exceptional curves E` with a` = 0, and use the same contribution as in (0.1)3



for the strata E�I which are disjoint with those E`, see (3.5). It turns out that the relevantcontribution to de�ne is for E` �= P1 with a` = 0, intersecting two other components,say E1 and E2, with a1 6= 0 6= a2. And the `right' contribution of this E` is then �E2̀a1a2 .(See [NN] for a topological interpretation of this generalized e(X) in a special case.)We show more precisely in Proposition 3.5.4 that our e(X) for such normal surfacesequals precisely z(X; 1), con�rming the naturality of both approaches. We stress that itis a priori not clear that this evaluation z(X; 1) makes sense because some ai; i 2 T nTm,really can be zero !0.7. Let X be any Q -Gorenstein variety without strictly log canonical singularities.Considering (0.6) and the last paragraph of (0.5) one could proposelims!1 z(X; s) 2 Q [ f1gas a de�nition for a generalized stringy Euler number e(X). The real question here iswhether (or when) this limit exists in Q , as in the surface case. Also, is it then possibleto de�ne explicit contributions of the E` with a` = 0 to such an e(X) ? We do notknow the answer but we think this is worth to investigate.We present in (3.6) a concrete `positive example' of a threedimensional X with anexceptional surface E` with log discrepancy a` = 0 in some log resolution, and such thatlims!1 z(X; s) 2 Q .0.8. Everything in (0.5) also works for pairs (X;B). Moreover we will associate similarstringy zeta functions to any Q{Gorenstein X or pair (X;B =Pi biBi) with all bi < 1.In fact for d 2 Q with 0 � d < 1, we introduce analogously zd(X; s) and zd((X;B); s)in Q (s) in terms of a relative d{minimal model of X and (X;B), respectively; see (1.6)for this notion. (The `usual' relative log minimal model is a relative 1{minimal model.)An advantage of this maybe `less natural' object is that for d < 1 a d{minimal model isklt.Also we will proceed on the most general level of the Grothendieck ring of algebraicvarieties, i.e. we consider the universal Euler characteristic, which specializes to the levelof Hodge polynomials and to the above presented level of Euler characteristics. On thisgeneral level weak factorization yields a priori �ner results than motivic integration,see (2.8). For instance birationally equivalent (smooth, complete) Calabi{Yau varietiesdetermine the same element in a localization of the Grothendieck ring, and not just ina completion of it as described in [DL4, 4.4.2].At this point we admit not to be aware of potential applications of our stringy zetafunctions in the sense of the nice applications that Batyrev produced.0.9. On the level of Hodge polynomials we prove a functional equation for our stringyzeta functions, which generalizes the Poincar�e duality result of Batyrev [Ba1, Theorem3.7].0.10. We work over the base �eld of complex numbers. However, everything could begeneralized to an arbitrary base �eld of characteristic zero assuming the MMP over that�eld.In x1 we recall some birational geometry, in particular the notions of (relative) logminimal model and log canonical model and their d{variants for d < 1, and also the4



weak factorization theorem. As a preparation for our stringy zeta functions we introducein x2 zeta funcions associated to arbitrary Q{Cartier divisors on klt pairs, and also tocertain Q{Cartier divisors on dlt pairs. Their de�nition is in terms of a log resolution,and weak factorization is used to prove independency of the chosen resolution. Here wealso verify the functional equation.In x3 we associate a stringy zeta function to a pair (X;B); more precisely this willbe the zeta function of x2 associated to the `log discrepancy divisor' on a relative logminimal model of (X;B). Our restriction in x2 on the allowed Q{divisor puts a conditionon the allowed (X;B). We verify that this at �rst sight technical condition just meansthat (X;B) has no strictly log canonical singularities. In this section we also prove theconsistency with our previous generalizations on normal surfaces, and we present the`positive example' of (0.7).The variants of these stringy zeta functions in terms of d{minimal models (d < 1) areintroduced in x4; in fact here we can use also d{canonical models. We compute themexplicitly for the strictly log canonical surface singularities. Finally in x5 we presentbriey a partial answer to question (I), restricting to log resolutions of the variety Xthat factorize through the blowing{up of X in its singular locus.1. Birational geometryAs general references for (1.1) to (1.6) we mention [KM], [KMM] and [Kol].1.1. Let X be an irreducible complex algebraic variety, i.e. an integral separated schemeof �nite type over Spec C , and B a Q{divisor on X (we allow B = 0).A log resolution of the variety X is a proper birational morphism � : Y ! X from asmooth Y such that the exceptional locus of � is a (simple) normal crossings divisor.More generally, a log resolution of the pair (X;B) is a proper birational morphism� : Y ! X from a smooth Y such that the exceptional locus of � is a divisor, and itsunion with ��1(suppB) is a (simple) normal crossings divisor.1.2. Let moreover X be normal. A (Weil) Q{divisor D on X is called Q{Cartier ifsome positive integer multiple of D is Cartier. And X is called Q{factorial if every Weildivisor on X is Q{Cartier.Let p : X ! S be a proper morphism. A Q{divisor D on X is called p{nef if theintersection number D � C � 0 for all irreducible curves C on X for which p(C) is apoint.The variety X has a well de�ned linear equivalence class KX of canonical (Weil)divisors. One says that X is Gorenstein if KX is Cartier, and Q{Gorenstein if KX isQ{Cartier.1.3. For a Q{Gorenstein X, let � : Y ! X be a birational morphism from a normalvariety Y , and denote by Ei; i 2 T , the irreducible divisors in the exceptional locus of�. Then in the expression KY = ��KX +Xi2T (ai � 1)Ei5



the rational number ai; i 2 T , is called the log discrepancy of Ei with respect to X (thenumber ai�1 is called the discrepancy). The log discrepancy of X, denoted logdisc(X),is the in�mum of all ai, where Ei runs through all irreducible exceptional divisors of allsuch Y ! X. Either logdisc(X) = �1, or 0 � logdisc(X) � 2 [KM, Corollary 2.31].1.3.1. De�nition. One says that X is terminal, canonical, log terminal and logcanonical if the log discrepancy of X is > 1;� 1; > 0 and � 0, respectively.In each of these cases it is su�cient to check that the ai; i 2 T , for one �xed logresolution � : Y ! X of X satisfy the required inequality.1.4. The analogous relevant notions for pairs are more subtle. Let X be a normal varietyand 0 6= B =Pi biBi a Q{divisor on X, where the Bi are distinct and irreducible, suchthat KX + B is Q{Cartier. Again we take a birational morphism � : Y ! X from anormal variety Y , and now we consider the expression(�) KY = ��(KX + B) +Xi2T (ai � 1)Ei:Here the Ei; i 2 T , are necessarily the irreducible exceptional divisors Ei; i 2 Te, of �,and the strict transforms Ei; i 2 Ts, of the Bi. So T = TeqTs. Again ai; i 2 T , is calledthe log discrepancy of Ei with respect to (X;B). In particular ai = 1 � bi for i 2 Ts.Alternatively one can write (�) in the formKY + Xi2Ts biEi + Xi2TeEi = ��(KX + B) + Xi2Te aiEi;which reects more the comparison between the pairs (X;B) and (Y;Pi2Ts biEi +Pi2Te Ei), and the naturality of the ai (versus the ai�1). But then the log discrepanciesof the strict transforms of the Bi do not appear automatically.The log discrepancy and total log discrepancy of (X;B), denoted logdisc(X;B) andtotallogdisc(X;B), is the in�mum of all ai, where Ei runs through all irreducible ex-ceptional divisors of all Y ! X, and through these divisors and the strict trans-forms of irreducible divisors on X, respectively. Either logdisc(X;B) = �1 or 0 �totallogdisc(X;B) � logdisc(X;B) � 2 [KM, Corollary 2.31].1.4.1. Here the relevant special cases are the generalizations of log terminal and logcanonical in (1.3.1). However, the `right notion' of log terminality for pairs is not clear;several ones are important in the MMP. We mention the two notions that will be usedin this paper.De�nition. (i) One says that (X;B) is Kawamata log terminal (klt) if totallogdisc(X;B) > 0, or, equivalently, logdisc(X;B) > 0 and all bi < 1.(ii) One says that (X;B) is log canonical (lc) if logdisc (X;B) � 0. (This impliesthat all bi � 1 and hence that also totallogdisc(X;B) � 0.)In these two cases it is again su�cient that the ai; i 2 T , for one �xed log resolution� : Y ! X of (X;B) satisfy ai > 0 and ai � 0, respectively.(iii) We now suppose that all bi satisfy 0 � bi � 1. One says that (X;B) is divisoriallog terminal (dlt) if there exists a closed Z $ X such that6



(1) X n Z is smooth and BjXnZ is a normal crossings divisor, and(2) if � : Y ! X is a birational morphism and Ei � Y is an irreducible divisorsatisfying �(Ei) � Z, then ai > 0.Remark. We may assume in (iii) that BjXnZ is reduced, i.e. that [bi<1Bi � Z, andfurthermore that then Z is the smallest closed subset of X satisfying (1).Equivalently, (X;B) is dlt if and only if there exists a log resolution � : Y ! X of(X;B) such that ai > 0 for all irreducible exceptional divisors of � [Sz].1.4.2. Remark. The subtle di�erences between the log terminality notions are causedby the coe�cients bi = 1 in B. If all bi satisfy 0 � bi < 1, then (X;B) is klt if and onlyif it is dlt [KM, Proposition 2.41].1.4.3. We call P 2 X a strictly lc singularity of (X;B) if there exists a neighbourhoodU of P such that (U;BjU) is log canonical, but there exists no neighbourhood V of Psuch that (V;BjV ) is klt. (Here we also consider B = 0.)1.5. In dimension 2 the notion of log discrepancy makes sense for any normal surface Xby Mumford's concept of the pull back of a Weil divisor [Mu]. In particular all notionsin (1.3) and (1.4) exist for arbitrary normal surfaces X and arbitrary Q{divisors B onX.1.6. Let X be a normal variety and B = Pi biBi a Q{divisor on X, where the Bi aredistinct and irreducible, and all bi satisfy 0 � bi < 1.1.6.1. De�nition. (1) A (relative) log minimal model of (X;B) is a proper birationalmorphism p : Xm ! Xsuch that, denoting by F the reduced exceptional divisor of p and by Bm the stricttransform of B in Xm,(i) Xm is Q{factorial,(ii) (Xm; Bm + F ) is dlt, and(iii) KXm + Bm + F is p{nef.By analogy with the next notion, we call this object also a (relative) 1{minimal model.On the other hand �x any d 2 Q with 0 � d < 1. A (relative) d{minimal model of(X;B) is a proper birational morphismp : Xmd ! Xsuch that, with analogous F and Bm,(i) Xmd is Q{factorial,(ii) logdisc(Xmd ; Bm+dF ) > 1�d (in particular the pair (Xmd ; Bm+dF ) is klt), and(iii) KXmd + Bm + dF is p{nef.(2) Fix d 2 Q with 0 � d � 1. A (relative) d{canonical model of (X;B) is a properbirational morphism q : Xcd ! X7



such that, denoting by F 0 the reduced exceptional divisor of q and by Bc the stricttransform of B in Xcd,(i) logdisc(Xcd; Bc + dF 0) � 1� d, and(ii) KXcd + Bc + dF 0 is q{ample.(For d = 1 one rather uses the term log canonical model.)1.6.2. Remarks. (i) The existence of these objects is essentially equivalent to the (rela-tive, log) Minimal Model Program. In particular they are proved to exist in dimension� 3. In fact one constructs them by applying the (relative, log) MMP, starting from alog resolution of (X;B). In [KM] they are called minimal and canonical model of thisresolution over X.(ii) When B = 0 and d = 0 we recover the usual relative minimal and canonicalmodel of X.1.6.3. Properties. (i) For d < 1 two di�erent d{minimal models of (X;B) are iso-morphic in codimension one; in particular (X;B) has a unique d{minimal model whenX is a surface. (This is not true for the `usual' case d = 1.)(ii) For any d a d{canonical model of (X;B) is unique.(iii) Any d{minimal model p : Xmd ! X factors through q : Xcd ! X.See [Kol, Theorem 6.16] and the proofs in [KM, 3.8]. (For (i) one easily veri�es thattwo di�erent d{minimal models (d < 1) are both, in the terminology of [KM], minimalmodels of a common log resolution, and then they are isomorphic in codimension oneby [KM, Theorem 3.52 (2)].)1.7. We will use the weak factorization theorem of [AKMW] and [W l], which is in factvalid for varieties over any �eld of characteristic zero. We state it here in the form thatwe need. This is more general than the statement in [AKMW] and [W l], but is implicitin these papers; see Remark 1.7.2.First we recall that a birational map � : Y� ! Y 0 is said to be proper if theprojections to Y and Y 0 of the graph of � are proper. (This reduces to the usual notionif � is a morphism.)1.7.1. Theorem. (1) Let � : Y�! Y 0 be a proper birational map between smoothirreducible varieties, and let U � Y be an open set where � is an isomorphism. Then� can be factored as follows into a sequence of blow{ups and blow{downs with smoothcentres disjoint from U .There exist smooth irreducible varieties Y1; : : : ; Y`�1 and a sequence of birationalmaps Y = Y0� �1! Y1� �2! � � ���i�1! Yi�1� �i! Yi��i+1! � � ���`�1! Y`�1� �!̀ Y` = Y 0where � = �` � �`�1 � � � � � �2 � �1, such that each �i is an isomorphism over U (weidentify U with an open in the Yi), and for i = 1; : : : ; ` either �i : Yi�1� ! Yi or��1i : Yi�! Yi�1 is the blowing{up at a smooth centre disjoint from U , and is thus amorphism.(10) There is an index i0 such that for all i � i0 the map Yi ! Y is a morphism, andfor i � i0 the map Yi ! Y 0 is a morphism. Moreover these morphisms are all projective.8



(2) If Y n U and Y 0 n U are normal crossings divisors, then the factorization abovecan be chosen such that the inverse images of these divisors under Yi ! Y or Yi ! Y 0are also normal crossings divisors, and such that the centres of blowing{up of the �i or��1i have normal crossings with these divisors.(3) If Y and Y 0 are varieties over a base variety S and � is a map of S{varieties, thenthe factorization above is a factorization over S.1.7.2. Remark. (i) In [AKMW] and [W l] the theorem is stated for a birational map �between complete Y and Y 0; the generalization to proper birational maps between notnecessarily complete Y and Y 0 is mentioned by Bonavero [Bo].(ii) In [AKMW, Theorem 0.3.1] the �rst claim of (2) is not explicitly stated, but canbe read o� from the proof (see [AKMW, 5.9 and 5.10]).(iii) The relative statement (3) follows from (1').1.8. (i) The Grothendieck ring K0(VarC ) of complex algebraic varieties is the freeabelian group generated by the symbols [V ], where V is a variety, subject to the relations[V ] = [V 0], if V is isomorphic to V 0, and [V ] = [V nW ] + [W ], if W is closed in V . Itsring structure is given by [V ] � [W ] := [V �W ]. (See [Bi] for alternative descriptions ofK0(VarC ) and [Po] for the recent proof that it is not a domain.)We abbreviate L := [A 1 ]. For the sequel we need to extend K0(VarC ) with fractionalpowers of L and to localize with respect to elements of the form Lq and Lq � 1. Soformally we �rst introduce the quotient ringK0(VarC )[LQ>0 ] := K0(VarC )[Ti]i2Z>0(T ii � L; T ki � Tj̀ )i;j;k;`2Z>0i`=jk :This indeed means that we add L1=i := T i, and of course we require that (L1=i)k =(L1=j)` if ki = j̀ .Consider then the localization of this ring with respect to the elements Lq; q 2 Q>0 ;and Lq � 1; q 2 Q n f0g; we denote by R its subring generated by K0(VarC )[LQ>0 ] andthe elements L�1Lq�1 ; q 2 Q n f0g.(ii) For a variety V we denote by hp;q(Hic(V; C )) the rank of the (p; q){Hodge compo-nent in the mixed Hodge structure of the ith cohomology group with compact supportof V , and we put ep;q(V ) :=Pi�0(�1)ihp;q(Hic(V; C )). The Hodge polynomial of V isH(V ) = H(V ;u; v) :=Xp;q ep;q(V )upvq 2 Z[u; v]:Precisely by the de�ning relations of K0(VarC ) there is a well de�ned ring homomor-phism H : K0(VarC ) ! Z[u; v], determined by [V ] 7! H(V ). It induces a ring homo-morphism H from R to the `rational functions in u; v with fractional powers'.(iii) The topological Euler characteristic �(V ) of a variety V , i.e. the alternating sumof the ranks of its Betti or de Rham cohomology groups, satis�es �(V ) = H(V ; 1; 1)and we obtain a ring homomorphism � : K0(VarC ) ! Z determined by [V ] 7! �(V ).Since �(L) = 1, it induces a ring homomorphism � : R ! Q by declaring �( L�1Lq�1 ) = 1q .9



See e.g. [DL2], [DL3] and [Ve2] for similar constructions.1.8.1. Note. (1) When X is projective and smooth its Hodge polynomial H(X) incorpo-rates besides �(X) also other classical numerical invariants. We have that H(X;�y; 1) 2Z[y] equals Hirzebruch's �y{genus of X [Hi], which specializes to the holomorphic Eulercharacteristic and signature of X.Another generalization of this �y{genus is the two variable elliptic genus of X (see[BL1]); this elliptic genus of X and H(X) are really di�erent generalizations in the sensethat neither of both can be derived from the other one.(2) When X is projective and log terminal this pattern generalizes : then Borisovand Libgober de�ned in [BL2] a singular elliptic genus of X, such that one of its spe-cializations is essentially Batyrev's E(X;u; 1), see [BL2, Proposition 3.7].(3) We hope that the ideas in this paper can be useful for generalizing also otherinvariants, for instance the singular elliptic genus, beyond the log terminal case.2. Zeta functions for arbitrary divisors on klt pairs2.1. Let X be a normal variety and B a Q{divisor on X such that KX +B is Q{Cartier(when X is a surface we omit this condition). Let moreover D be any Q{Cartier divisoron X (again when X is a surface D can be any Q{divisor).Take a log resolution � : Y ! X of (X; suppB [ suppD) and denote by Ei; i 2 T;the irreducible exceptional divisors of � and the strict transforms by � of the irreduciblecomponents of suppB [ suppD. To each Ei we associate two rational numbers �i andNi, given by KY =��(KX + B) +Xi2T (�i � 1)Ei and��D =Xi2T NiEi;hence �i is just the log discrepancy of Ei with respect to the pair (X;B).We use the notations EI := \i2IEi and E�I := EI n [` 62IE` for I � T . In particularE�; = Y n ([`2TE`), and Y is the disjoint union of the E�I ; I � T .2.2. De�nition. When (X;B) is klt we associate to (X;B) and D the `zeta function'Z(s) = Z((X;B); D; s) := XI�T [E�I ]Yi2I L� 1L�i+sNi � 1 :Here L�s should be considered as a variable T and L�1L�i+sNi�1 as (L�1)TNiL�i�TNi or L�1L�iT jNij�1 ,depending on whether Ni is positive or negative, respectively. So Z(s) lives e.g. in thepolynomial ring `with fractional powers' in the variable T over the ring R, localizedwith respect to the elements L� � TN and L�TN � 1 for � 2 Q�0 and N 2 Q>0 . (Here� > 0 su�ces, but we need � = 0 in (2.6).)All this may seem weird at �rst sight, but it is quite similar to the motivic zetafunctions and the rings they live in from [DL2] and [Ve2].10



2.3. Proposition. De�nition 2.2 does not depend on the chosen resolution.Remark. We prove this using weak factorization. See (2.8) for a remark on weak fac-torization versus motivic integration. We want to present carefully the main argumentsfor this independency, since one is frequently sloppy in applying the weak factorizationtheorem. In particular part (1') in Theorem 1.7.1 is often crucial, as is the case here.2.3.1. Let V be a smooth irreducible variety and [i2SFi a normal crossings divisor onV with the Fi irreducible. Denote F �I := (\i2IFi) n ([` 62IF`) for I � S. We associate azeta function ZV (K;D; s) to two Q{divisors K = Pi2S(ki � 1)Fi, with all ki > 0, andD =Pi2S diFi on V : ZV (K;D; s) := XI�S[F �I ]Yi2I L� 1Lki+sdi � 1 ;living in a ring as described in (2.2). In particular, using the resolution � : Y ! X of(2.1), our proposed de�nition for Z(s) in (2.2) is ZY (KY � ��(KX + B); ��D; s).2.3.2. Lemma. With the notation of (2.3.1), let h : W ! V be a composition ofblowing{ups with smooth centre, having normal crossings with [i2SFi and its consec-utive inverse image. ThenZV (K;D; s) = ZW (h�K+ (KW � h�KV ); h�D; s):Proof. (i) We �rst suppose that h is just one blowing{up with centre Z of codimensionr � 2 in V and exceptional variety F . Denote the strict transform of Fi in W by ~Fi.Say Z � Fi for 1 � i � m (here 0 � m � r). Thenh�K + (KW � h�KV ) = (k � 1)F +Xi2S(ki � 1) ~Fi andh�D = dF +Xi2S di ~Fi;where k = Pmi=1(ki � 1) + r and d = Pmi=1 di. (So indeed k > 0, as required in thede�nition of ZW (h�K + (KW � h�KV ); h�D; s).)We must compare the contribution of Z to ZV (K;D; s) and the contribution of Fto ZW (h�K + (KW � h�KV ); h�D; s); i.e. they should be equal. Since hjF : F ! Zis locally a product it is su�cient to compare the contribution of a point P 2 Z andof h�1P (�= Pr�1) � F , respectively. Say P also belongs to Fj ;m + 1 � j � n (herem � n � dimV ). Then these contributions arenYi=1 L� 1Lki+sdi � 1 and L� 1Lk+sd � 1 � nYi=m+1 L� 1Lki+sdi � 1 �Ar�1m ;respectively, whereAr�1m := XI�f1;��� ;mg[(h�1P \ (\i2I ~Fi))�]Yi2I L� 1Lki+sdi � 111



is the `contribution' of the m hyperplanes h�1P \ ~Fi in general position in h�1P �= Pr�1.Here as usual (h�1P \ (\i2I ~Fi))� is (h�1P \ (\i2I ~Fi)) n [`2f1;��� ;mgnI ~F`.So it is su�cient to show thatQmi=1 L�1Lki+sdi�1 = L�1Lk+sd�1 �Ar�1m , or, equivalently, thatAr�1m = (L� 1)m�1LPmi=1(ki�1)+r+sPmi=1 di � 1Qmi=1(Lki+sdi � 1) :Using (double) induction on r and m, this is easy to verify.(ii) For the general statement it is su�cient to treat the case that h is a compositionof two blowing{ups W2 h2�!W1 h1�! V . Applying (i) twice we obtain thatZV (K;D; s) = ZW1(h�1K+ (KW1 � h�1KV ); h�1D; s)= ZW2(h�2h�1K + h�2KW1 � h�2h�1KV + KW2 � h�2KW1 ; h�2h�1D; s)= ZW2(h�K+ KW2 � h�KV ; h�D; s): �2.3.3. Proof of Proposition 2.3.Let � : Y ! X and �0 : Y 0 ! X be two log resolutions of (X; suppB [ suppD). ByTheorem 1.7.1 the associated birational map � : Y�! Y 0 (of X{varieties) decomposesin a sequence of blowing{ups and blowing{downs as in Figure 1.Here � = h2m � h�12m�1 � h2m�2 � � � � � h�13 � h2 � h�11 , and all h2i�1 : Y2i�1 ! Y2i�2and h2i : Y2i�1 ! Y2i are compositions of blowing{ups with smooth centres. (Some hjcan be the identity, making the argument just easier.) The �2i and �2i are morphisms,see (1.7.1(1')), and furthermore � := � � �2k = �0 � �2k.By (1.7.1(2)) we may suppose that we have the following normal crossing properties.For i � k the inverse images under �2i : Y2i ! Y of the union of the exceptionaldivisor of � and the strict transform in Y of suppB [ suppD are also normal crossingsdivisors in Y2i, and the centres of the blowing{ups occurring in the h2i�1 and h2i havenormal crossings with their consecutive inverse images. For i � k we have the analogousstatements for the �2i, and for the h2i+1 and h2i+2.Y1 Y3 Y2k�1 Y2k+1 Y2m�3 Y2m�1.................................................................................................................................... ........................................................................................................................................................................................................................................................................ ................................................................................................................. .................................................................................................................................... ................... ................................................................................................................. ................... ................................................................................................................................................................................................ ...................
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With the concept of the zeta function from (2.3.1) we have to show thatZY (KY � ��(KX + B); ��D; s) = ZY 0(KY 0 � �0�(KX + B); �0�D; s):We abbreviate K := KY � ��(KX + B) and D := ��D. ThenZY (K;D; s) = ZY1(h�1K+ KY1 � h�1KY ; h�1D; s)= ZY1(h�2��2K+ KY1 � h�2KY2 + h�2(KY2 � ��2KY ); h�2��2D; s)= ZY2(��2K+ KY2 � ��2KY ; ��2D; s);where the �rst and third identities are Lemma 2.3.2, applied to h1 and h2, respectively,and the second one is straightforward, but requires that �2 is a morphism ! Proceedingfurther analogously we obtain thatZY (K;D; s) = ZY2(��2K + KY2 � ��2KY ; ��2D; s)= ZY4(��4K + KY4 � ��4KY ; ��4D; s)= � � � = ZY2k(��2kK + KY2k � ��2kKY ; ��2kD; s):By de�nition of K and D this is justZY2k(��2kKY � ��2k��(KX + B) + KY2k � ��2kKY ; ��2k��D; s)= ZY2k(KY2k � ��(KX + B); ��D; s):Now completely analogously we see that alsoZY 0(KY 0 � �0�(KX + B); �0�D; s) = ZY2k(KY2k � ��(KX + B); ��D; s): �2.4. De�nition. When (X;B) is klt we associate to (X;B) and D the zeta functionz(s) = z((X;B); D; s) := XI�T �(E�I )Yi2I 1�i + sNi 2 Q (s):2.4.1. Remarks. (i) This zeta function can be seen as a specialization of Z(s); see[DL2] or [Ve2].(ii) For z(s) the independency of the chosen resolution can also be derived in anelementary way from the e{invariant for e�ective divisors on X [Ve2]. In fact we needmore generally such an e{invariant associated to an e�ective divisor and the pair (X;B),but this generalization is straightforward.Set D = D+�D�, where D+ and D� are e�ective and have no common component,and decompose accordingly Ni = N+i �N�i for i 2 T . (To be precise we must restricthere to the case that D+ and D� are Q{Cartier; but anyhow this is a preparation forx3 where we will use the zeta functions of this section for a Q{factorial X.) Considernow e(m1D+ + m2D�) for all m1;m2 2 Z�0. The functionz0(D+; D�; s1; s2) := XI�T �(E�I )Yi2I 1�i + s1N+i + s2N�i 2 Q (s1 ; s2)13



is the unique rational function in two variables s1; s2 yielding e(m1D+ + m2D�) whenevaluating s1 in m1 and s2 in m2.Then z(s) = z0(D+; D�; s;�s).2.5. (i) One can of course introduce analogously `intermediate level' zeta functions to aklt pair (X;B) and a divisor D on X, e.g. on the level of Hodge polynomials. As longas the coe�cient ring has no zero divisors, the argument in 2.4.1(ii) should work.(ii) For any constructible subset W of X, we can introduce more generally zetafunctions ZW (s) = ZW ((X;B); s) using [E�I \ ��1W ] instead of [E�I ] in De�nition 2.2.(This is also true for the invariants in [DL2] and [Ve2].) Some interesting cases areW = Xsing;W = B, and in particular W = fPg for some point P 2 X. Then we ratherwrite ZP (s); this is the appropriate invariant when studying singularity germs.Of course one can treat the zeta functions on other levels (and the next ones in (2.6))also in this more general W{setting.2.6. From a pragmatic point of view one can de�ne Z(s) and its specializations for kltpairs and arbitrary divisors because all �i 6= 0 in any log resolution. In fact one cande�ne such zeta functions as long as in suitable log resolutions either �i 6= 0 or Ni 6= 0.We will need the following case.2.6.1. De�nition. Let (X;B = Pi biBi) be a dlt pair and let Z � X be the closedsubset of De�nition 1.4.1 (iii), where BjXnZ is a reduced normal crossings divisor. Herewe only consider Q{divisors D on X such that suppDjXnZ = suppBjXnZ , and thecoe�cients of DjXnZ are either all positive or all negative.Then we de�ne Z(s) and z(s) as in (2.2) and (2.4).2.6.2. This de�nition is independent of the chosen resolution by the same argumentsas before; we just have to check for any log resolution as in (2.1) that for i 2 T either�i 6= 0 or Ni 6= 0.If Ei is exceptional and �(Ei) � Z, then �i > 0. Also, if Ei is the strict transform ofa Bi with bi < 1, then �i = 1� bi > 0. If Ei is another exceptional component, or thestrict transform of a Bi with bi = 1, then �i � 0, and when �i = 0, then Ni 6= 0 by ourassumption on D.2.7. The stringy E{function E(X) of a projective log terminal variety X satis�es a`Poincar�e duality' result [Ba1, Theorem 3.7] :(uv)dimXE(X)ju!u�1v!v�1 = E(X):This generalizes to a `functional equation' for the zeta functions introduced in (2.2) and(2.6.1), specialized to the level of Hodge polynomials. With the notation of (2.1) thesezeta functions are of the formZ((X;B); D; s) := XI�T H(E�I )Yi2I uv � 1(uv)�i+sNi � 1 ;where now (uv)�s should be considered as a variable T .14



2.7.1. Proposition. Let (X;B) and D be as in either (2.2) or (2.6.1), and let moreoverX be projective. Then(uv)dimXZ((X;B); D; s)ju!u�1v!v�1 = Z((X;B); D; s):This substitution has to be interpreted literally : the variable T = (uv)�s must bereplaced by T�1 = (uv)s; so in particular (uv)�i+sNi is replaced by (uv)��i�sNi .Proof. Analogously as in [Ba1, Theorem 3.7] or in [DM] one easily sees that an alter-native expression for Z((X;B); D; s) isXI�T H(EI)Yi2I � uv � 1(uv)�i+sNi � 1 � 1�:Then just as in [Ba1] and [DM] the stated functional equation is true because it isvalid for each term in the above sum, using ordinary Poincar�e duality for the smoothprojective varieties EI . �2.7.2. Remark. Using the duality involution from [Bi, Corollary 3.4], Batyrev's Poincar�eduality and more generally our Proposition 2.7.1 can be `upgraded' to the level of theGrothendieck ring. (Then we have to rede�ne the ring R to make it contain L�1.)2.8. Remark. On the level of the Grothendieck ring one obtains a priori �ner invariantsusing weak factorization than with motivic integration. For example when we takeD = 0 in (2.2), we just obtain for the klt pair (X;B) a Batyrev{type invariantE(X;B) = XI�T [E�I ]Yi2I L� 1Lai � 1 ;using the notation of (0.1), which specializes to the stringy E{function E(X;B). It livesin the ring R of (1.8(i)); this R was a subring of a localization of K0(VarC ), extendedwith fractional powers of L. Alternatively, one can introduce such an invariant, usingmotivic integration techniques as in [Ba2] and [DL3]. But then we only know thatit lives in some completion of K0(VarC ) (extended with fractional powers of L), moreprecisely in the image of R in this completion. Since it is not known whether the mapof R to this completion is injective, the �rst invariant E(X;B) 2 R is a priori �ner.We illustrate this in the case that KX + B is Cartier. Then all log discrepanciesai are positive integers, and we can consider E(X;B) simply in the localization R0 ofK0(VarC ) with respect to [Pa�1] = La�1+� � �+L+1; a 2 Z>1. With motivic integrationone considers the completion of K0(VarC )[L�1] with respect to the decreasing �ltrationby subgroups Fm, generated by the elements [S]L�i with dimS � i � �m. And thenthe analogous invariant lives in the image of R0 in this completion.See also [DL3] and [Ve2] for a description of such completions. Analogously, oneobtains for some invariants in [DL3] and [Ve2], where motivic integration is used, apriori �ner ones using weak factorization. 15



2.8.1. In fact, Kontsevich introduced motivic integration to prove that birationallyequivalent (smooth, complete) Calabi{Yau varieties have the same Hodge numbers.More precisely, he showed that these varieties induce the same element in the abovedescribed completion of K0(VarC )[L�1], see [DL4, 4.4.2]. By essentially the same argu-ments as for Proposition 2.3, one shows the following �ner result.Proposition. Let Y and Y 0 be birationally equivalent complete smooth Calabi{Yauvarieties (i.e. KY = KY 0 = 0). Then [Y ] = [Y 0] in the the ring R0.3. Stringy zeta functions, generic case3.1. Let X be a normal variety and B = Pi biBi a Q{divisor on X, where the Bi aredistinct and irreducible and all bi satisfy 0 � bi < 1, such that KX + B is Q{Cartier.(When X is a surface we omit this last condition.)Take a (relative) log minimal model p : Xm ! X of (X;B) as de�ned in (1.6.1(1));we denote by F =Pi2Tm Fi the (reduced) exceptional divisor of p, and by Bm the stricttransform of B by p. We assume to be in the generic case that all log discrepancies withrespect to (X;B) of exceptional divisors of p are negative, i.e.KXm + Bm + F = p�(KX + B) + Xi2Tm aiFiwith all ai < 0. In (3.7) we will explain that this condition is indeed generic andconceptual : it is equivalent to just asking that (X;B) has no strictly lc singularities.3.2. De�nition. We assume the (relative log) MMP. To (X;B) as in (3.1) we associatethe stringy zeta functionZ(s) = Z((X;B); s) := Z((Xm; Bm + F ); (KXm + Bm + F )� p�(KX + B); s);where the right hand side is the zeta function associated in (2.6.1) to the dlt pair(Xm; Bm +F ) and the `log discrepancy divisor' D :=Pi2Tm aiFi = KXm +Bm +F �p�(KX + B) on Xm. (When B = 0 we just write Z(X; s).)We check that the condition in (2.6.1) on suppD is satis�ed. Let Z � Xm denote theclosed subset of (1.4.1(iii)), where (Bm+F )jXmnZ is a reduced normal crossings divisor.Note that then (Bm + F )jXmnZ = F jXmnZ because all bi < 1. Since D = Pi2Tm aiFiwhere by assumption all ai < 0, we have indeed that suppDjXmnZ = suppF jXmnZ =supp(Bm + F )jXmnZ , and the coe�cients of DjXmnZ are all negative.3.2.1. Formula. Take a log resolution h : Y ! Xm of the pair (Xm; Bm + F ). LetEi; i 2 T , be the irreducible components of the exceptional divisor of h and of the stricttransform of Bm + F . In particular Ei; i 2 Tm � T , is the strict transform of Fi in Y .As usual we denote E�I := (\i2IEi) n ([`=2IE`) for I � T . ThenZ(s) = XI�T [E�I ]Yi2I L� 1L�i+sNi � 1 ;16



where KY = h�(KXm + Bm + F ) +Xi2T (�i � 1)Ei andh�(D) = h�(KXm + Bm + F � p�(KX + B)) =Xi2T NiEi:3.2.2. Proposition. De�nition 3.2 does not depend on the chosen log minimal model.Proof. Let p1 : X1 ! X and p2 : X2 ! X be two log minimal models of (X;B) as in(3.1). We denote for j = 1; 2 by F j and Bj the exceptional divisor of pj and the stricttransform of B in Xj , respectively.Take a common log resolution Y of the (Xj ; Bj+F j) as in Figure 2, and denote by ~Bthe strict transform of B in Y . We have that h�1(KX1 +B1 +F 1) = h�2(KX2 +B2 +F 2);see the proof of [KM, Theorem 3.52(2)]. HenceKY � h�1(KX1 + B1 + F 1) = KY � h�2(KX2 + B2 + F 2) andh�1(KX1 + B1 + F 1 � p�1(KX + B)) = h�2(KX2 + B2 + F 2 � p�2(KX + B)):Using Formula 3.2.1, this means that indeed X1 and X2 yield the same right hand sidein (3.2). �
&.&.h1 h2p2p1X1 Y X2XFigure 23.2.3 (i) To (X;B) as in (3.1) we can associate analogously stringy zeta functions onother levels, e.g. on the level of Euler characteristics.(ii) For a constructible subset W of X we can introduce more generally ZW (s) =ZW ((X;B); s) asZp�1W ((Xm; Bm + F ); (KXm + Bm + F )� p�(KX + B); s);see (2.5.(ii)). Then in formula (3.2.1) one must replace [E�I ] by [E�I \ (p � h)�1W ]. Thesame remark applies to other levels.3.3. When the pair (X;B) is itself klt and p : Xm ! X is a log minimal model of (X;B),then p has no exceptional divisors (see e.g. (3.6.1)). In particular the generic conditionin (3.1) is trivially veri�ed. So Z((X;B); s) is the zeta function of (2.2) associated to17



(Xm; Bm) and the divisor D = 0. Choosing h in (3.2.1) such that � = p � h is a logresolution of (X;B) we see that Z(s) is just the stringy E{invariant E(X;B) of Batyrev.3.4. We now make the link with question (I) in the introduction. We consider apair (X;B) as in (3.1) which has some log resolution � : Y ! X for which all logdiscrepancies with respect to (X;B) of divisors on Y are nonzero; i.e.KY = ��(KX + B) +Xi2T (ai � 1)Ei with all ai 6= 0;where as usual Ei; i 2 T , are the irreducible exceptional divisors of � and the stricttransforms by � of the irreducible components of suppB.Assume now that � factors through a log minimal model p : Xm ! X of (X;B), i.e.� : Y h�! Xm p�! X;where h is a morphism.3.4.1. Claim. PI�T [E�I ]Qi2I L�1Lai�1 = Z((X;B); 1).Remark. Be evaluating Z((X;B); s) in 1 we mean evaluating T = L�s in L�1. Oneveri�es that this yields a well de�ned element in the ring R of (1.8(i)).Proof. By de�nition Z((X;B); s) is determined by the �i and Ni inKY = h�(KXm + Bm + F ) +Xi2T (�i � 1)Ei andh�(KXm + Bm + F � p�(KX + B)) =Xi2T NiEi;using the notation of (3.1). Adding both equalities yields KY = ��(KX+B)+Pi2T (�i+Ni�1)Ei and thus �i+Ni = ai 6= 0 for all i 2 T . So the evaluation Z((X;B); 1) indeedmakes sense and is as stated. �3.4.2. We conclude that the expressionsXI�T [E�I ]Yi2I L� 1Lai � 1are the same for all log resolutions (with all ai 6= 0) that factorize through some logminimal model of (X;B); here this model can depend on the resolution. In this restrictedsense they can be considered as a generalized E{invariant.3.5. In [Ve3] we associated stringy invariants to any normal surface X without strictlylc singularities. We recall their de�nition, but �rst we state the structure theorem onwhich it is based. 18



3.5.1. Theorem. [Ve3, 2.10] Let P 2 X be a normal surface singularity germ whichis not log canonical. Let � : Y ! X be the minimal log resolution of P 2 X; denote theirreducible components of ��1P by Ei; i 2 T , and their log discrepancies with respectto X by ai. Then ��1P = [i2TEi consists of the connected part N = [i2T;ai<0Ei, towhich a �nite number of chains are attached as in Figure 3. Here Ei � N ; E` �= P1 for1 � ` � r; a1 � 0 and (ai <)a1 < a2 < � � � < ar < 1.In particular, if aj = 0, then Ej �= P1 and Ej intersects exactly one or two othercomponents Ei (and those have ai 6= 0).
.............................................................................................................................................................................................................................................................................................................................................................................................................................................................. ........................................................................................................................................................................................................................................................................................................................................................................................................................................................................................ ............. .............: : : ErEr�1E2E1Ei Figure 33.5.2. As a corollary, the condition that a normal surface X has no strictly lc singu-larities is equivalent to the condition in (3.1) that all log discrepancies with respect toX of exceptional divisors on a log minimal model of X are negative. Indeed, this canbe derived from the well known fact that chains [r̀=1E` as above are contracted whileconstructing a log minimal model, starting from Y .3.5.3. De�nition [Ve3, 3.4]. Let X be a normal surface without strictly lc singularities.Let � : Y ! X be the minimal log resolution of X and Ei; i 2 T , the irreducibleexceptional curves of � with log discrepancy ai with respect to X. As usual we putE�I := ([i2IEi) n ([` 62IE`) for I � T . Here we denote also Z := fi 2 T j ai = 0g and��i = E2i for i 2 Z.The stringy E{invariant and stringy Euler number of X areE(X) := XI�TnZ[E�I ]Yi2I L� 1Lai � 1 +Xi2Z �i(L� 1)2(Lai1 � 1)(Lai2 � 1)and e(X) := XI�TnZ �(E�I )Yi2I 1ai +Xi2Z �iai1ai2 ;respectively, where Ei; i 2 Z, intersects either Ei1 and Ei2 or only Ei1 (and then weput ai2 := 1). Remark that, with the notation of (1.8(iii)), �(E(X)) = e(X).This way of dealing with zero log discrepancies is in fact quite natural, see [Ve3]for motivation and results. Here we also want to mention a recent result of N�emethiand Nicolaescu in the last part of [NN], where they study weighted homogeneous (hy-per)surface singularities. In some Taylor expansion associated to those singularities thisgeneralized e(X) appears, yielding a topological interpretation of it.We now show that for normal surfaces X the stringy zeta function Z(X; s) of (3.2)specializes to E(X), con�rming the naturality of both de�nitions.19



3.5.4. Proposition. Let X be a normal surface without strictly lc singularities. ThenE(X) = Z(X; 1).Remark. A priori it is not clear that the evaluation Z(X; 1) makes sense! Comparewith (3.4.1); now some ai really can be zero.Proof. We use the notation of (3.5.3). Consider the factorization� : Y h�! Xm p�! Xof � through a log minimal model p : Xm ! X of X. As usual we denote by F thereduced exceptional divisor of p,KY = h�(KXm + F ) +Xi2T (�i � 1)Ei andh�(KXm + F � p�KX) =Xi2T NiEi:(y)Recall from the proof of (3.4.1) that �i + Ni = ai for i 2 T .Each I � T n Z contributes a term[E�I ]Yi2I L� 1Lai � 1 and [E�I ]Yi2I L� 1L�i+sNi � 1to E(X) and Z(X; s), respectively. So clearly its contributions to E(X) and Z(X; 1) arethe same. It remains to verify equality of the remaining terms.Fix i 2 Z; thus ai = 0 and ai1 6= 0 6= ai2 . We must show that the evaluation in s = 1of(�) L� 1L�i+sNi � 1�L� 1 + L� 1L�i1+sNi1 � 1 + L� 1L�i2+sNi2 � 1�equals(��) �i(L� 1)2(Lai1 � 1)(Lai2 � 1) :It is important here that Ei is exceptional for h : Y ! Xm. (Maybe Ei1 is notexceptional.) Then intersecting with Ei in (y) and the adjunction formula yield �i�i =�i1 + �i2 and �iNi = Ni1 + Ni2 . This implies that (�) is equal to(L� 1)2L�i+sNi � 1 � L�i1+�i2+s(Ni1+Ni2 ) � 1(L�i1+sNi1 � 1)(L�i2+sNi2 � 1)= (L� 1)2(L�i(�i+sNi) � 1)(L�i+sNi � 1)(L�i1+sNi1 � 1)(L�i2+sNi2 � 1)= (L� 1)2P�i�1j=0 Lj(�i+sNi)(L�i1+sNi1 � 1)(L�i2+sNi2 � 1) :20



So, indeed, evaluating (�) in s = 1 yields (��). �
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Figure 43.6. Example. Here we mention a concrete example of a threefold singularity P 2 X,having an exceptional surface with log discrepancy zero in a log resolution, and suchthat nevertheless lims!1 zP (X; s) 2 Q , i.e. such that the evaluation zP (X; 1) makessense.Let X be the hypersurface fx4 + y4 + z4 + t5 = 0g in A 4 ; its only singular point isP = (0; 0; 0; 0). We sketch the following constructions in Figure 4; we denote varietiesand their strict transforms by the same symbol.The blowing{up �1 : Y1 ! X with centre P is already a resolution of X (Y1 issmooth). Its exceptional surface E1 is the a�ne cone over the smooth projective planecurve C = fx4 + y4 + z4 = 0g. Let �2 : Y2 ! Y1 be the blowing{up with centre thevertex Q of this cone, and exceptional surface E2 �= P2. Then E1 � Y2 is a ruled surfaceover C which intersects E2 in a curve isomorphic to C. The composition � = �1 � �2 isa log resolution of P 2 X, and one easily veri�es that the log discrepancies are a1 = 0and a2 = �1; in particular P 2 X is not log canonical.Now E1 � Y2 can be contracted (more precisely one can check that the numericalequivalence class of the �bre of the ruled surface E1 is an extremal ray). Let h : Y2 ! Xmdenote this contraction, and let � = p �h. As the notation suggests, one can verify thatKXm + E2 is p{nef, implying that (Xm; E2) is a relative log minimal model of P 2 X.Denoting as usualKY2 = h�(KXm + E2) + (�1 � 1)E1 + (�2 � 1)E2 and h�(a2E2) = N1E1 + N2E221



we have clearly that �2 = 0 and N2 = �1, and one computes that �1 = 15 and N1 = � 15 .So zP (X; s) = �(C)(�1 + sN1)(�2 + sN2) + �(E1 nC)�1 + sN1 + �(E2 n C)�2 + sN2= �4(15 � 15s)(�s) + �415 � 15s + 7�s = 13s ;yielding lims!1 zP (X; s) = zP (X; 1) = 13. Moreover on the level of the Grothendieckring we haveZP (X; s) = [C] (L� 1)2(L�1+sN1 � 1)(L�2+sN2 � 1)+ L[C] L� 1L�1+sN1 � 1 + (L2 + L + 1� [C]) L� 1L�2+sN2 � 1= L3 � 1 + (L� 1)[C]P4i=1 L i5 (1�s)L�s � 1 ;so `lims!1 ZP (X; s)' = ZP (X; 1) = �(L3 + L2 + L + 4L[C]).3.6.1. Note. This last expression specializes to��(uv)3 + 5(uv)2 � 12u2v � 12uv2 + 5uv�on the Hodge polynomial level; as in [Ve3, 6.8 ] it is remarkable that al coe�cients ofthe opposite polynomial have the `right' sign.3.7. As promised we will verify that the negativity condition on the log discrepanciesin (3.1) is equivalent to the absence of strictly lc singularities. This is based on Lemma3.7.1 below, which is an easy consequence of the following fact.3.7.0. Lemma. [KM, Lemma 3.39] Let p : W ! V be a proper birational morphismbetween normal varieties. Let D be a p{nef Q{Cartier divisor on W . Then(1) �D is e�ective if and only if p�(�D) is.(2) Assume that �D is e�ective. Then for every v 2 V either p�1fvg � suppD orp�1fvg \ suppD = ;.3.7.1. Lemma. Let V be a normal variety and B a Q{divisor on V such that KV +Bis Q{Cartier. Let p : V m ! V be a log minimal model of (V;B) as de�ned in (1.6.1(1));we denote by F =Pi2Tm Fi the reduced exceptional divisor of p, and by Bm the stricttransform of B in V m. Also ai; i 2 Tm, is the log discrepancy of Fi with respect to(V;B); so KVm + Bm + F = p�(KV + B) + Xi2Tm aiFi:Then (i) ai � 0 for all i 2 Tm, and 22



(ii) if aj < 0, then ai < 0 for all Fi that satisfy p(Fi) � p(Fj).Proof. (i) The divisor D :=Pi2Tm aiFi is Q{Cartier and p{nef since V m is Q{factorialand KVm + Bm + F is p{nef, respectively. Now p�(�D) = 0 and hence �D is e�ectiveby Lemma 3.7.0(1).(ii) Take a point Q 2 Fi n [` 6=iF`; then p(Q) 2 p(Fi) � p(Fj). Since aj < 0 we haveby Lemma 3.7.0(2) that p�1fp(Q)g � suppD. In particular Q 2 suppD, implying thatai < 0. �3.7.2. Remark. The previous lemma is more generally valid for a d{minimal modelp : V md ! V of (V;B) as de�ned in (1.6.1(1)), where d 2 Q and 0 � d � 1. But thenthe ai; i 2 T , are de�ned byKVmd + Bm + dF = p�(KV + B) + Xi2Tm aiFi:The proof is exactly the same since in this setting KVmd + Bm + dF is p{nef.3.7.3. Proposition. Let (X;B) be as in (3.1), and let p : Xm ! X be a log minimalmodel of (X;B). Then (X;B) has no strictly lc singularities if and only if all logdiscrepancies with respect to (X;B) of exceptional divisors of p are (strictly) negative.Proof. We use the notations F = Pi2Tm Fi and Bm from (3.1). The log discrepanciesai, i 2 T , are given byKXm + Bm + F = p�(KX + B) + Xi2Tm aiFi:We will show that (X;B) has a strictly lc singularity if and only if some ai; i 2 Tm, iszero. (Since all ai � 0 by Lemma 3.7.1(i), this is clearly equivalent to the assertion.)Suppose �rst that Q 2 X is a strictly lc singularity of (X;B). Then Q has a neigh-bourhood U such that (U;BjU) is lc. Hence all F` occurring on p�1U must have a` = 0.Furthermore there is a least one such F`, because otherwise pjp�1U would have no ex-ceptional divisors, and this would mean that (U;BjU) is klt.On the other hand, suppose that ai = 0 for some i 2 Tm. Then, by Lemma 3.7.1(ii),aj = 0 for all Fj that satisfy p(Fi) � p(Fj). This implies that [`2Tma`<0 p(F`) intersectsp(Fi) in a proper closed subset. Take now any Q in p(Fi) n [`2Tma`<0 p(F`). Then Q hasa neighbourhood U (in X) such that only F` with a` = 0 occur in p�1U . This easilyyields that (U;BjU) is lc. And since ai = 0 we have that Q is a strictly lc singularity of(X;B). �
23



4. Stringy zeta functions for arbitrary pairs4.1. Let again (X;B) be as in (3.1). In the special case that (X;B) has some strictly lcsingularity we cannot associate a stringy zeta function to (X;B) as in (3.2); see (2.6).A solution is to use, instead of a (usual) log minimal model Xm of X, a d{minimalmodel Xmd as de�ned in (1.6.1) for some d < 1. Alternatively, we can use here as wellthe d{canonical model Xcd, which has the advantage of being unique. We will work withXcd; see (4.5) with Xmd .4.2. De�nition. We assume the (relative log) MMP. Fix d 2 Q with 0 � d < 1. Toany pair (X;B) as in (3.1) we associate the stringy zeta functionZd(s) = Zd((X;B); s) := Z((Xcd; Bc + dF c); KXcd + Bc + dF c � q�(KX + B); s):Here q : Xc ! X is the (relative) d{canonical model of (X;B) as de�ned in (1.6.1 (2))with reduced exceptional divisor F c, Bc is the strict transform of B by q, and the righthand side is the zeta function associated in (2.2) to the klt pair (Xcd; Bc + dF c) and the`log discrepancy divisor' KXcd + Bc + dF c � q�(KX + B) on Xcd. (When B = 0 we justwrite Zd(X; s).)4.2.1. Formula. Take a log resolution g : Y ! Xc of the pair (Xcd; suppB [ suppF c).Let Ei; i 2 T , be the irreducible components of the exceptional divisor of g and of thestrict transform of Bc + F c, and denote as usual E�I = (\i2IEi) n ([`=2IE`) for I � T .Then Zd(s) = XI�T [E�I ]Yi2I L� 1L�i+sNi � 1 ;where KY = g�(KXcd + Bc + dF c) +Xi2T (�i � 1)Ei andg�(KXcd + Bc + dF c � q�(KX + B)) =Xi2T NiEi:Remark that here the �i(2 Q>0) and the Ni(2 Q) depend on d.4.2.2. (i) Of course analogously we can associate to (X;B) stringy zeta functions onother levels, e.g. zd(s) with Euler characteristics.(ii) For a constructible subset W of X we can introduce more generally Zd;W (s) =Zd;W ((X;B); s) and for instance zd;W (s), analogously as in 3.2.3(ii).4.3. When B = 0 and d = 0 the variety Xc0 is just the relative canonical model of Xand Z0(s) = Z0(X; s) = Z((Xc0; 0); KXc0 � q�KX ; s).In the context of generalizing the elliptic genus to singular varieties, Totaro [To] alsoused the relative canonical model in a similar way.24



4.4. Again we make a link with question (I) in the introduction. Consider a pair(X;B) as in (3.1) that has a log resolution � : Y ! X for which all log discrepancieswith respect to (X;B) of divisors on Y are nonzero; i.e.KY = ��(KX + B) +Xi2T (ai � 1)Ei with all ai 6= 0;where the Ei; i 2 T , are as usual. Take d 2 Q with 0 � d < 1 and assume that �factorizes through the d{canonical model q : Xcd ! X. Denote �i; Ni as in (4.2.1). Bythe same computation as in (3.4.1) we have that �i + Ni = ai (which does not dependon d), and Zd(1) = XI�T [E�I ]Yi2I L� 1Lai � 1 ;which is again the `invariant' of (3.4.2).4.5. In de�nition 4.2 we could have taken any (relative) d{minimal model p : Xmd ! Xof (X;B) instead of Xcd.Proposition. For (X;B) as in (3.1), let p : Xmd ! X be a d{minimal model of (X;B).Let Fm and Bm denote the reduced exceptional divisor of p and the strict transform ofB by p, respectively. ThenZd(s) = Z((Xmd ; Bm + dFm); KXmd + Bm + dFm � p�(KX + B); s);where the right hand side is the zeta function associated in (2.2) to the klt pair(Xmd ; Bm + dFm) and the divisor KXmd + Bm + dFm � p�(KX + B) on Xmd .Proof. We still use the notation of (4.2). Consider the diagram p : Xmd f! Xcd q! X (see(1.6.3)). We claim thatKXmd + Bm + dFm = f�(KXcd + Bc + dF c):Indeed, let Pi2S Fi be the reduced exceptional divisor of f and putKXmd + Bm + dFm = f�(KXcd + Bc + dF c) +Xi2S aiFi:First remark that f : Xmd ! Xcd is a d{minimal model of (Xcd; Bc + dF c). Then allai � 0 by Lemma 3.6.1(i) and Remark 3.6.2. On the other hand, also ai � 0 sincelogdisc(Xcd; Bc + dF c) � 1� d (by de�nition of Xcd).Take now a log resolution h : Y ! Xmd of (Xmd ; Bm + dFm) such that g := f � h isalso a log resolution of (Xcd; Bc+dF c). Then, with the notation of (4.2.1), we have thatKY = g�(KXcd + Bc + dF c) +Xi2T (�i � 1)Ei = h�(KXmd + Bm + dFm) +Xi2T (�i � 1)Ei25



andh�(KXmd +Bm +dFm�p�(KX +B)) = g�(KXcd +Bc +dF c� q�(KX +B)) =Xi2T NiEi:This proves the assertion. �Note that in particular the right hand side in the proposition does not depend on thechosen d{minimal model Xmd ; alternatively this can be veri�ed as in (3.2.2).4.6. When the pair (X;B) has no strictly lc singularities, we can associate to it boththe zeta function Z(s) of (3.2) and, for 0 � d < 1, the zeta functions Zd(s) of (4.2).Some natural questions arise in this context. We �rst give an example.
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Figure 54.6.1. Example. Let P 2 X be a simple elliptic surface singularity (germ), i.e. theexceptional divisor of its minimal resolution f0 : Y0 ! X is just one (smooth) ellipticcurve E0 with self{intersection number ��0 on Y0. Let B 3 P be an irreducible divisor26



on X whose strict transform by f0 intersects E0 in just one point with intersectionmultiplicity 2; see Figure 5. Further we will use the same notation for curves and theirstrict transforms.Let f : Y2 f2�! Y1 f1�! Y0 be the minimal log resolution of (Y0; E0 [ B). Here fi is ablowing{up with exceptional curve Ei. The log discrepancies ai of Ei with respect to(X; 12B) are easily computed as a0 = � 1�0 , a1 = � 1�0 + 12 and a2 = � 2�0 . So a0 < 0 anda2 < 0; on the other hand a1 can be negative or positive and in one case zero (when�0 = 2). In particular P 2 (X; 12B) is not log canonical.Since E1 has self{intersection number �2 on Y2 we can consider the contractionc2 : Y2 ! ~Y , mapping E1 to the A1{singularity Q 2 ~Y . Finally c1 : ~Y ! Y0 is then thecontraction of E2.Claim 1 : f0 � c1 : ~Y ! X is a log minimal model of (X; 12B).Indeed, ( ~Y ; 12B +E0 +E2) is clearly dlt. We check that (K~Y + 12B +E0 +E2) �Ei � 0for i = 0; 2 :(K~Y + 12B + E0 + E2) �E0 = degKE0 + 12B �E0 + E2 �E0 = 0 + 0 + 1 = 1;and(K~Y + 12B+E0+E2) �E2 = deg(KE2 +Di�)+ 12B �E2+E0 �E2 = (�2+ 12)+ 12 +1 = 0:Here we used the notion of Di�erent, see e.g. [Kol, 16.5-6]. Alternatively one can usethat c�2E2 = E2 + 12E1 and c�2K~Y = KY2 .We now compute the stringy zeta function of (X; 12B), or rather of its germ in P ;for simplicity we work on the level of Euler characteristics zP (s). We take Xm = ~Y inDe�nition 3.2. ThenzP (s) = zP (( ~Y ; 12B + E0 + E2); K ~Y + 12B + E0 + E2 � (f0 � c1)�(KX + 12B); s):We take c2 as the resolution h in Formula 3.2.1. For the numbers �i and Ni in thisformula we have clearly that�0 = 0; �2 = 0; �B = 12 ;N0 = a0 = � 1�0 ; N2 = a2 = � 2�0 ; NB = 0;and then it is easy to verify that �1 = 12 and N1 = � 1�0 . HencezP (s) = 1�2 + sN2 �� 1 + 1�1 + sN1 + 1�B + sNB + 1�0 + sN0 �+ 1�1 + sN1 + �1�0 + sN0= �202s2 � �02s : 27



(Alternatively one can use the shorter formula in [Ve1, x4], which also applies to ourstringy zeta functions.)Claim 2 : f0 : Y0 ! X is both d{minimal model and d{canonical model of (X; 12B)for 0 � d < 1.One easily veri�es that(�) KY2 + 12B + dE0 + E1 + E2 = f�(KY0 + 12B + dE0) + (32 � d)E1 + 2(1� d)E2:This implies that logdisc(Y0; 12B+ dE0) > 1� d. And KY0 + 12B+ dE0 is also f0{amplesince (KY0 + 12B + dE0) �E0 = 12B �E0 � (1� d)E20 = 1 + �0(1� d) > 1 (> 0):We take f as the log resolution g in Formula 4.2.1. Here for the numbers �i and Ni inthis formula we obtain, using (�) and the fact that ai = �i + Ni :�B = 12 ; �0 = 1� d; �1 = 32 � d; �2 = 2(1� d);NB = 0; N0 = d� 1� 1�0 ; N1 = d� 1� 1�0 ; N2 = 2(d� 1� 1�0 ):Hencezd;P (s) = 1�2 + sN2 (�1 + 1�1 + sN1 + 1�B + sNB + 1�0 + sN0 ) + 1�1 + sN1 + �1�0 + sN0= 12(1� d + (d� 1� 1�0 )s)2 + 12(1� d + (d� 1� 1�0 )s) :So in fact zP (s) = limd!1 zd;P (s). (This is even true for the �i and Ni.)4.6.2. (i) In the previous example the log minimal model Xm = ~Y is not a d{minimalmodel for d < 1, not even for d close to 1. At least for surfaces it is not obvious to givesuch examples; for instance when B = 0 we veri�ed that then a log minimal model Xmis also a d{minimal model for d close to 1.(ii) In general, when (X;B) has no strictly lc singularities, if a log minimal modelXm is also a d{minimal model for d close to 1, one can check that z(s) = limd!1 zd(s).It is remarkable that this is still true in Example 4.6.1.4.6.3. Questions. (i) When is Xm = Xmd for d close to 1 ?(ii) Is z(s) = limd!1 zd(s) ?4.7. By Theorem 3.6.3, the only singularities which were not covered by De�nition3.2 are the strictly lc singularities. We will determine the stringy zeta functions ofDe�nition 4.2 for the strictly lc singularities P 2 X on a normal surface X. Recall�rst their classi�cation [Al], given in Figure 6 by the dual graph of the minimal logresolution � : Y ! X of P 2 X. The exceptional components Ei; i 2 T , are represented28



by dots and an intersection between them by a line connecting the corresponding dots.All components are rational, except in (1); and in (4) the ni are the possible absolutevalues of the determinants of the intersection matrices of the three disjoint chains,separated by the central component E.�(1) elliptic curve
� � ����� � ................................................................................................................................................................................

................................................................................................................................................................................................................................................................................................................................................................................(2) a closed chain of length r � 2
�� � � � � ��: : :...................................................................................................................................... ................................................................... ...................................................................E2E1 E4E3E5 E6 E5+k(3) where k � 0, and E1; E2; E3; E4have self{intersection �2E(4) ���� � � �� � �: : : : : :: : :................................................................................................................ with (n1; n2; n3) = 8><>: (2; 3; 6)(2; 4; 4)(3; 3; 3)Figure 64.8. Let d 2 Q with 0 � d < 1. We compute the stringy zeta functions Zd;P (s) =Zd;P (X; s) for the strictly lc surface singularities P 2 X as described in (4.7).Case (1). We have KY = ��KX � E. Hence (KY + dE) � E = (1 � d)(�E2) > 0,meaning that KY + dE is �{ample. Also it is clear that logdisc(Y; dE) > 1� d. So infact Y = Xmd = Xcd. ThenZd;P (s) = [E] L� 1L(1�d)+(d�1)s � 1 = [E] L� 1L(1�d)(1�s) � 1 :Since �(E) = 0 we have zd;P (s) = 0.Case (2). We have KY = ��KX �Pri=1Ei. Hence(KY + d rXi=1 Ei) �Ej = (KY + rXi=1 Ei) �Ej � (1� d) rXi=1 Ei �Ej= 0� (1� d)(E2j + 2) � 029



for each j 2 f1; � � � ; rg. (Indeed, E2j � �2 because � is the minimal log resolution ofP 2 X.) So KY + dPri=1Ei is �{nef, and since also logdisc(Y; dPri=1Ei) > 1� d, wehave Y = Xmd . Then by (4.5) we haveZd;P (s) = r(L� 1) L� 1L(1�d)+(d�1)s � 1 + r (L� 1)2(L(1�d)+(d�1)s � 1)2= r(L� 1)2� 1(L(1�d)(1�s) � 1)2 + 1L(1�d)(1�s) � 1�:Case (3). We have KY = ��KX � 12P4i=1Ei �P5+ki=5 Ei. For 0 < d < 1 we claimthat Xmd is obtained from Y by contracting E1; E2; E3; E4. Denote for the moment thiscontraction by h : Y ! X 0 and Fi := h(Ei) for i = 5; � � � ; 5 + k. So � factorizes asY h�! X 0 p�! X. We �rst treat the general case k > 0.(i) logdisc(X 0; dP5+ki=5 Fi) > 1� d.It is easy to see that h�F5 = E5 + 12E1 + 12E2 and h�F5+k = E5+k + 12E3 + 12E4, andthat KY = h�KX0 . HenceKY + d k+5Xi=5 Ei � h�(KX0 + d 5+kXi=5 Fi) = d 5+kXi=5(Ei � h�Fi) = 4Xi=1 �d2Ei:So the log discrepancies of Ei; 1 � i � 4, are 1� d2 > 1� d.(ii) KX0 + dP5+ki=5 Fi is p{nef.We have that (KX0 + d 5+kXi=5 Fi) � F5 = h�(KX0 + d 5+kXi=5 Fi) �E5= (KY + d 5+kXi=5 Ei + d2 4Xi=1 Ei) �E5= �2� E25 + d(E25 + 1) + d2 � 2= (1� d)(�E25 � 2) � 0:Analogously (KX0 + dP5+ki=5 Fi) � F` � 0 for 5 < ` � 5 + k.So indeed X 0 = Xmd . Then, by (4.5) and with the usual �i and Ni, we havezd;P (s) = 4+kXi=5 1(�i + sNi)(�i+1 + sNi+1) + �1�5 + sN5 + �1�5+k + sN5+k+ 2Xi=1 1�i + sNi (1 + 1�5 + sN5 ) + 4Xi=3 1�i + sNi (1 + 1�5+k + sN5+k ):30



For 1 � i � 4 we already saw that �i = 1 � d2 , and it is easy to check that Ni = d�12 .Hence zd;P (s) =k 1((1� d) + (d� 1)s)2 + 2 �11� d+ (d� 1)s+ 4 1(1� d2 + (d�12 )s)�1 + 1(1� d) + (d� 1)s)�= k(1� d)2(1� s)2 + 6(1� d)(1� s) :A slightly longer computation yieldsZd;P (s) = k(L� 1)2(L(1�d)(1�s) � 1)2 + (L� 1)�(k � 1)(L� 1) + 2L + 4L1� d2+ d�12 s�L(1�d)(1�s) � 1 :For the case k = 0 we obtain analogouslyzd;P (s) = 6(1� d)(1� s)and Zd;P (s) = (L� 1)(L + 1 + 4L1�d2+ d�12 s)L(1�d)(1�s) � 1which is compatible with the formulas for k > 0.When d = 0 the ordinary (relative) minimal model Xm0 of P 2 X is Y , but onecomputes that z0;P (s) and Z0;P (s) are just given by putting d = 0 in the previousformulas.Case (4). Let h : Y ! X 0 be the contraction of all components Ei; i 2 T , except E,and denote F := h(E). So � factorizes as Y h�! X 0 p�! X.We have that KX0 + dF is always p{ample. Indeed :(KX0 + dF ) � F = (KX0 + F ) � F � (1� d)F 2= �2 + deg(Di�)� (1� d)F 2= �2 + 3Xi=1 ni � 1ni � (1� d)F 2 = 0 + (1� d)(�F 2) > 0;using again the Di�erent (see [Kol, 16.5-6]).On the other hand, the concrete expressions for the divisors KY � h�KX0 and h�Fdepend on the self{intersection numbers of the Ei; i 2 T , but one can verify that ineach case logdisc(X 0; dF ) � 1� d, for d close enough to 1. So for such d we have thatX 0 = Xcd, and then by (4.2.1) and the formula in [Ve1, x4] (which is also valid in thiscontext) we obtainzd;P (s) = 11� d + (d� 1)s(�1 + n1 + n2 + n3) = n1 + n2 + n3 � 1(1� d)(1� s) :31



The expression for Zd;P (s) depends on the concrete case, but can be given simultane-ously for all cases (with still d close enough to 1) in terms of the determinants Di of[Ve1, x5]: Zd;P (s) = L� 1L(1�d)(1�s) � 1(L� 2 + D1 + D2 + D3):� �� �EE1 E3E2Figure 7We illustrate this with the concrete example of Figure 7, where E21 = E22 = E23 = �3.Here KY = h�KX0 � 13P3i=1Ei and h�F = E + 13P3i=1Ei, yieldingKY + dE � h�(KX0 + dF ) = 3Xi=1 �2� d3 � 1�Ei:So logdisc(X 0; dF ) � 1� d if and only if d � 12 , and thenzd;P (s) = 8(1� d)(1� s) and Zd;P (s) = L� 1L(1�d)(1�s) � 1(L� 2 + 3D);where D = 1 + L 2�d3 + d�13 s + (L 2�d3 + d�13 s)2:(This can easily be veri�ed without using [Ve1].)When 0 � d � 12 then clearly logdisc(Y; dE + P3i=1 dEi) > 1 � d, and moreoverKY + dE +P3i=1 dEi is �{nef since(KY + dE + d 3Xi=1 Ei) �E = �2� (1� d)E2 + 3d � d � 0and (KY + dE + d 3Xi=1 Ei) �Ej = 1� 2d � 0for j = 1; 2; 3. (We used the fact that E2 � �2.) So now Y = Xmd and then by (4.5)we obtain zd;P (s) = �11� d + (d� 1)s + 3 11� d + (d� 23)s+ 3 1(1� d + (d� 1)s)(1� d + (d� 23)s)= 5� 2d+ (2d� 73 )s(1� d)(1� s)(1� d + (d� 23)s)32



and Zd;P (s) =(L� 2) L� 1L(1�d)+(d�1)s � 1 + 3L L� 1L1�d+(d� 23 )s � 1+ 3 (L� 1)2(L(1�d)+(d�1)s � 1)(L1�d+(d� 23 )s � 1)=(L� 1)(�1� L + 3L2�d+(d�1)s + (L� 2)L1�d+(d� 23 )s)(L(1�d)(1�s) � 1)(L1�d+(d� 23 )s � 1) :For d = 12 these expressions are indeed the same as the previous ones.5. Stringy invariants without MMP5.1. Here we present a partial result concerning question (I). Let X be a quasiprojectiveQ{Gorenstein variety. With the notation of (0.1), we associate to a log resolution� : Y ! X of X with all log discrepancies ai 6= 0 the `stringy expression'XI�T [E�I ]Yi2I L� 1Lai � 1 :Restricting to log resolutions � that factorize through the blowing{up of X in Xsing, wewill show that this expression is indeed an invariant of X.5.2. Lemma. Let X be a quasiprojective normal variety and p : ~X ! X the blowing{up of X in Xsing. Then there exists a linear system L on X with base locus Xsing,such that the induced linear system p�L � E on ~X is base{point free, where E is theexceptional divisor of p.Proof. Suppose �rst that X is projective and take a very ample sheaf M on X. Denotingby I the ideal sheaf of Xsing in X, we have that I 
Mt is generated by global sectionsfor t large enough, see e.g. [Ha, Theorem II 5.17]. Then by [BS, Theorem 2.1] the sheafp�(I 
Mt) = p�Mt
O ~X(�E) is very ample, again for t large enough. So we can takeL as the linear system corresponding to the global sections of I 
Mt.When X is quasiprojective, we can apply the previous argument to its projectiveclosure and restrict the obtained linear system to X. �5.3. Proposition. Let X be a quasiprojective normal variety and p : ~X ! X theblowing{up of X in Xsing. Let �1 and �2 be two log resolutions of X that factorizethrough p. Then there exists an e�ective Cartier divisor D on X with Xsing � suppD,such that for i = 1; 2 the strict transform of D by �i has normal crossings with theexceptional divisor of �i, i.e. �i is also a log resolution of the pair (X;D).Proof. Say �i factorizes as �i : Yi hi�! ~X p�! X. Consider the linear system L of Lemma5.2; the induced system h�i (p�L � E) on Yi is also base{point free. Take now D as ageneral member of L. Its strict transform by �i is a general member of the base{pointfree linear system h�i (p�L � E), and has thus normal crossings with the exceptionaldivisor of �i by Bertini's Theorem (see e.g. [Jo, Theorem 6.10]). �33



5.4. Theorem. Let X be a quasiprojective Q{Gorenstein variety. Let � : Y ! Xbe any log resolution of X that factorizes through the blowing{up p : ~X ! X of X inXsing, and, using the notation of (0.1), such that all log discrepancies ai of exceptionaldivisors Ei of � with respect to X are nonzero. ThenE(X) := XI�T [E�I ]Yi2I L� 1Lai � 1does not depend on the chosen such resolution.Proof. Let �0 : Y 0 ! X be another such resolution for which E0i; i 2 T 0; are theirreducible components of the exceptional divisor with log discrepancies a0i, and denoteE0�I := (\i2IE0i) n ([` 62IE 0̀) for I � T 0. Take an e�ective Cartier divisor D on Xas in Proposition 5.3, associated to � and �0. Let Ei; i 2 Ts; denote the irreduciblecomponents of the strict transform of D by �, and say ��D =Pi2T[Ts NiEi.We consider the zeta function Z(D; s) on the Q{Gorenstein variety X of [Ve2, x6],associated to the e�ective Cartier divisor D, whose support contains Xsing as requiredthere. By the formula of [Ve2, x6] for Z(D; s) in terms of � we haveLdimXZ(D; s) = XI�T[Ts[E�I ]Yi2I L� 1Lai+sNi � 1 :Here the log discrepancies ai; i 2 Ts; are just 1, and the notation E�I should be clear.Now Z(D; s) is an invariant of X, hence so is its specialization Z(D; 0). Note thatthis specialization makes sense since all ai; i 2 T [ Ts, are nonzero. Clearly(�) LdimXZ(D; 0) = XI�T[Ts[E�I ]Yi2I L� 1Lai � 1 = XI�T [E�I ]Yi2I L� 1Lai � 1because ai = 1 for i 2 Ts. Analogously we obtain that(�0) LdimXZ(D; 0) = XI�T 0[E0�I ]Yi2I L� 1La0i � 1 ;and so the right hand sides of (�) and (�0) are indeed equal. �5.4.1. Restricting to log resolutions � : Y ! X that factorize through the blowing{upof X in Xsing, we can say that E(X) as above is a (partial) stringy E{invariant of thoseX for which there exists such a resolution � with all log discrepancies ai 6= 0.5.5. Theorem 5.4 can be generalized to pairs (X;B), where X is a quasiprojective nor-mal variety, B =Pi biBi is a Q{divisor on X where the Bi are distinct and irreducibleand all bi < 1, and KX + B is Q{Cartier. Here we consider log resolutions � : Y ! Xof (X;B) that factorize through the blowing{up of X in Xsing [ Bnnc, where Bnnc isthe part of suppB in which B is not a normal crossings divisor (this is the natural34
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